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Epub free The vikings heart mills boon historical .pdf
burdened by a dark and joyless past rosamund clavier would not go willingly to the altar indeed if her plans held true she would not go at all but fate intervened in the person of a near legendary knight
called agravar a viking warrior determined to save her from herself i don t want to live a life of servitude controlled by my husband rosamund forced into a political marriage by her father faked her own
kidnapping in order to escape the man sent after her a golden haired blue eyed giant named agravar a fearsome viking known for his unparalleled strength and cruelty takes her back to the castle where
he lives always looking for another chance to escape rosamund unexpectedly finds herself drawn in by his bright smile his big warm arms and his lonely soul could she be falling for her captor from a new
york times best selling historian and pulitzer prize finalist a sweeping epic of how the vikings and their descendants have shaped history and america they stood together at the parapet their arms about
each other s waists her head against his cheek behind the broad leaved shrubbery gossiped softly with the wind and from the lower main terrace came music and laughing voices the city of wardshaven
spread in front of them white buildings rising from the wide spaces of green treetops under a shimmer of sun reflecting aircars above far away the mountains were violet in the afternoon haze and the
huge red sun hung in a sky as yellow as a ripe peach his eye caught a twinkle ten miles to the southwest and for an instant he was puzzled then he frowned the sunlight on the two thousand foot globe of
duke angus new ship the enterprise back at the gorram shipyards after her final trial cruise he didn t want to think about that now instead he pressed the girl closer and whispered her name elaine and
then caressing every syllable lady elaine trask of traskon oh no lucas her protest was half joking and half apprehensive it s bad luck to be called by your married name before the wedding i ve been calling
you that in my mind since the night of the duke s ball when you were just home from school on excalibur an unexpected visit from their jewish banker at the beginning of world war ii alerts wilhelm and
kristin to the horrors of the holocaust odin had recently appeared to kristin portending an upheaval in their lives they realized this must be their next adventure slipping into nazi germany through
morocco they forged identities that gave them access to the most powerful men in the third reich they soon realized that preventing this madman from eradicating those deemed unworthy to populate
the reich was a daunting task even for wilhelm th e last viking and kristin his valkyrie companion as they edged ever closer to hitler they encountered some of the most fascinating people of the twentieth
century including hermann gring joseph goebbels dr josef mengele claus von stauff enberg and hitlers filmmaker leni riefenstahl along the way they would meet the king of the roma and befriend
numerous innocent germans caught up in this the last great war they eventually succeed in changing the course of history but not without great cost this book also explains why the russians continued to
attempt to authenticate the remains of hitler well into the 1970s never believing that he died in the fhrerbunker in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends weare entering an especially prolific era in reporting and publishing clinical experiences with cardiac valve replacement a voluminous litera ture on this subject is already
in existence emanating from clinicians surgeons bioengineers and other scientists additionally information presented at heart valve symposia in the form of bound collections reaches the shelves of the
medical book stores every year this activity reflects the dynamic state of cardiac valve technology highlighted by the introduction each year of new valve designs that often utilize new materials as a
result the authors recognized the need to update their book the pacemaker and valve identification guide separating the contents into two volumes dealing with pacemakers and cardiac valve technology
for this guide to prosthetic cardiac valves we have gathered a group of recognized authorities in the field all of whom have contributed in depth analysis in their areas of expertise new material dealing
with the preoperative and postoperative care ofthe heart valve patient pathol ogy of cardiac valves bioengineering problems of cardiac valve technol ogy and separate chapters on valve implantation in
children and ultra sonography have been added chapter 3 the radiology of prosthetic heart valves we feel will be particularly helpful to the physician in identifying a prosthetic valve and revealing the
most likely complica tions chapter 10 is an atlas with descriptions to supply the reader with the essential features of the various prostheses when he or she is faced with a new patient bearing an
implanted cardiac valve this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices ten thousand refugees from the losing side of the big war fled far beyond
the boundaries of the terran federation and colonized the planet excalibur they had also expanded to a handful of sword worlds on the sword world gram lucas trask baron of traskon is about to marry
elaine karvall whose father owns the karvall steel mills in addition to being a political alliance it is also a love match but andray dunnan the insane nephew of duke angus of wardshaven is under the
delusion that elaine loves him and is being forced into the marriage when she tries to correct him his anger boils over he crashes the wedding ceremony kills her and seriously wounds trask before
stealing the duke s newly built starship the enterprise and escaping in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data
licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th
year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in the sixth edition of contested knowledge social theorist steven seidman presents the latest
topics in social theory and addresses the current shift of universalist theorists to networks of clustered debates responds to current issues debates and new social movements reviews sociological theory
from a contemporary perspective reveals how the universal theorist and the era of rival schools has been replaced by networks of clustered debates that are relatively autonomous and interdisciplinary
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features updates and in depth discussions of the newest clustered debates in social theory intimacy postcolonial nationalism and the concept of the other challenges social scientists to renew their
commitment to the important moral and political role social knowledge plays in public life in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events
brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends a world list of books in the english language in its 114th year billboard
remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting
about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital
events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment
issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly
music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming
media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends feared warrior brand
bjornson has finally got what he s striven for lands of his own granted to him by his king but his new estate breckon holds more than a few surprises not least the intriguingly beautiful edith former lady of
breckon proud edith refuses to abandon her lands to the mercy of viking invaders and impressed by her courage brand agrees she can stay he has one condition that she should become his concubine in
its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and
data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its
114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers
unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends this comprehensive listing and discussion of poetic works supports the standards of all
areas of the curriculum helping librarians and teachers working with kindergarten through middle school students this second edition of using poetry across the curriculum learning to love language offers
a comprehensive list of poetry anthologies poetic picture books and poetic prose works in a wide variety of subject areas while it maintains the original edition s focus on ideas and resource lists for
integration of poetry into all areas of the curriculum it is thoroughly revised to cover current issues in education and the wealth of new poetry books available the book is organized by subject areas
commonly taught in elementary and middle schools and within these by the national standards in each area numerous examples of poetry and poetic prose that can be used to help students understand
and appreciate aspects of the standard are listed a sampling of units that arise from groups of works writing and performance ideas and links across the curriculum is also included while many teaching
ideas and topics provide references to the standards they meet this title is unique in starting with those standards and making links across them an encyclopedic biographical survey of the genre the
entry for each writer consists of a biography a complete list of separately published books and a signal critical essay in addition living entrants were invited to comment on their work series characters
and locales have been indicated also included are notations of available bibliographies manuscript collections and critical studies acidic paper annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or when i
was not quite three i fell out of the family tree house and landed on my head since then friends and family have wondered about my brain this memoir of several dozen vignettes explores my fallen
condition while growing up in alabama while serving as a medic with the navy and marine corps and while pursuing my teaching career as a five year old i hated suspenders so when i got my first belt i
stood next to the highway in front of our house with my stomach stuck out so people in cars passing by could see my belt while serving in the navy i once tried to impress a barmaid in tijuana with my
knowledge of high school spanish by reciting the lords prayer in spanish other vignettes celebrate normal times as when i provided nursing care for a slowly dying 84 year old veteran of the spanish
american war another is when i attended the graduation of a former student of mine a 50 year old black woman who graduated summa cum laude from mercer university at eighteen she was denied
admission to mercer because of her race of course the best times have been with my beloved danish wife of fifty one years our son and his family and my parents brothers and sisters i hope the reader
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finds all of the vignettes either amusing or engaging in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing
platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year
billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends in its 114th year billboard remains the world s
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
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The Viking's Heart (Mills & Boon Historical) 2014-10-01
burdened by a dark and joyless past rosamund clavier would not go willingly to the altar indeed if her plans held true she would not go at all but fate intervened in the person of a near legendary knight
called agravar a viking warrior determined to save her from herself

THE VIKING'S HEART 2020-01-01
i don t want to live a life of servitude controlled by my husband rosamund forced into a political marriage by her father faked her own kidnapping in order to escape the man sent after her a golden haired
blue eyed giant named agravar a fearsome viking known for his unparalleled strength and cruelty takes her back to the castle where he lives always looking for another chance to escape rosamund
unexpectedly finds herself drawn in by his bright smile his big warm arms and his lonely soul could she be falling for her captor

The Viking Heart 2021
from a new york times best selling historian and pulitzer prize finalist a sweeping epic of how the vikings and their descendants have shaped history and america

Notices of Determinations by Jurisdictional Agencies Under the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 1994
they stood together at the parapet their arms about each other s waists her head against his cheek behind the broad leaved shrubbery gossiped softly with the wind and from the lower main terrace
came music and laughing voices the city of wardshaven spread in front of them white buildings rising from the wide spaces of green treetops under a shimmer of sun reflecting aircars above far away the
mountains were violet in the afternoon haze and the huge red sun hung in a sky as yellow as a ripe peach his eye caught a twinkle ten miles to the southwest and for an instant he was puzzled then he
frowned the sunlight on the two thousand foot globe of duke angus new ship the enterprise back at the gorram shipyards after her final trial cruise he didn t want to think about that now instead he
pressed the girl closer and whispered her name elaine and then caressing every syllable lady elaine trask of traskon oh no lucas her protest was half joking and half apprehensive it s bad luck to be called
by your married name before the wedding i ve been calling you that in my mind since the night of the duke s ball when you were just home from school on excalibur

Space Viking 2015-11-08
an unexpected visit from their jewish banker at the beginning of world war ii alerts wilhelm and kristin to the horrors of the holocaust odin had recently appeared to kristin portending an upheaval in their
lives they realized this must be their next adventure slipping into nazi germany through morocco they forged identities that gave them access to the most powerful men in the third reich they soon
realized that preventing this madman from eradicating those deemed unworthy to populate the reich was a daunting task even for wilhelm th e last viking and kristin his valkyrie companion as they
edged ever closer to hitler they encountered some of the most fascinating people of the twentieth century including hermann gring joseph goebbels dr josef mengele claus von stauff enberg and hitlers
filmmaker leni riefenstahl along the way they would meet the king of the roma and befriend numerous innocent germans caught up in this the last great war they eventually succeed in changing the
course of history but not without great cost this book also explains why the russians continued to attempt to authenticate the remains of hitler well into the 1970s never believing that he died in the
fhrerbunker

The Last Viking 2013-08-22
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
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offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-05-26
weare entering an especially prolific era in reporting and publishing clinical experiences with cardiac valve replacement a voluminous litera ture on this subject is already in existence emanating from
clinicians surgeons bioengineers and other scientists additionally information presented at heart valve symposia in the form of bound collections reaches the shelves of the medical book stores every year
this activity reflects the dynamic state of cardiac valve technology highlighted by the introduction each year of new valve designs that often utilize new materials as a result the authors recognized the
need to update their book the pacemaker and valve identification guide separating the contents into two volumes dealing with pacemakers and cardiac valve technology for this guide to prosthetic
cardiac valves we have gathered a group of recognized authorities in the field all of whom have contributed in depth analysis in their areas of expertise new material dealing with the preoperative and
postoperative care ofthe heart valve patient pathol ogy of cardiac valves bioengineering problems of cardiac valve technol ogy and separate chapters on valve implantation in children and ultra
sonography have been added chapter 3 the radiology of prosthetic heart valves we feel will be particularly helpful to the physician in identifying a prosthetic valve and revealing the most likely complica
tions chapter 10 is an atlas with descriptions to supply the reader with the essential features of the various prostheses when he or she is faced with a new patient bearing an implanted cardiac valve

Guide to Prosthetic Cardiac Valves 2012-12-06
this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices ten thousand refugees from the losing side of the big war fled far beyond the boundaries of the
terran federation and colonized the planet excalibur they had also expanded to a handful of sword worlds on the sword world gram lucas trask baron of traskon is about to marry elaine karvall whose
father owns the karvall steel mills in addition to being a political alliance it is also a love match but andray dunnan the insane nephew of duke angus of wardshaven is under the delusion that elaine loves
him and is being forced into the marriage when she tries to correct him his anger boils over he crashes the wedding ceremony kills her and seriously wounds trask before stealing the duke s newly built
starship the enterprise and escaping

SPACE VIKING: Terro-Human Future History 2018-11-02
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-05-19
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-09-08
in the sixth edition of contested knowledge social theorist steven seidman presents the latest topics in social theory and addresses the current shift of universalist theorists to networks of clustered
debates responds to current issues debates and new social movements reviews sociological theory from a contemporary perspective reveals how the universal theorist and the era of rival schools has
been replaced by networks of clustered debates that are relatively autonomous and interdisciplinary features updates and in depth discussions of the newest clustered debates in social theory intimacy
postcolonial nationalism and the concept of the other challenges social scientists to renew their commitment to the important moral and political role social knowledge plays in public life
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Contested Knowledge 2016-09-13
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-04-07
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-06-02
a world list of books in the english language

The Cumulative Book Index 1998
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-04-14
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-05-05
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Mill and Factory 1954
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-04-21
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
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offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-04-28
feared warrior brand bjornson has finally got what he s striven for lands of his own granted to him by his king but his new estate breckon holds more than a few surprises not least the intriguingly
beautiful edith former lady of breckon proud edith refuses to abandon her lands to the mercy of viking invaders and impressed by her courage brand agrees she can stay he has one condition that she
should become his concubine

Billboard 1945-10-20
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Paying the Viking's Price 2013
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-10-27
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Orana 1983
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Billboard 1945-07-07
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Viking Pride 2001
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
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Billboard 1945-10-06
this comprehensive listing and discussion of poetic works supports the standards of all areas of the curriculum helping librarians and teachers working with kindergarten through middle school students
this second edition of using poetry across the curriculum learning to love language offers a comprehensive list of poetry anthologies poetic picture books and poetic prose works in a wide variety of
subject areas while it maintains the original edition s focus on ideas and resource lists for integration of poetry into all areas of the curriculum it is thoroughly revised to cover current issues in education
and the wealth of new poetry books available the book is organized by subject areas commonly taught in elementary and middle schools and within these by the national standards in each area
numerous examples of poetry and poetic prose that can be used to help students understand and appreciate aspects of the standard are listed a sampling of units that arise from groups of works writing
and performance ideas and links across the curriculum is also included while many teaching ideas and topics provide references to the standards they meet this title is unique in starting with those
standards and making links across them

Billboard 1945-08-11
an encyclopedic biographical survey of the genre the entry for each writer consists of a biography a complete list of separately published books and a signal critical essay in addition living entrants were
invited to comment on their work series characters and locales have been indicated also included are notations of available bibliographies manuscript collections and critical studies acidic paper
annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Billboard 1945-06-30
when i was not quite three i fell out of the family tree house and landed on my head since then friends and family have wondered about my brain this memoir of several dozen vignettes explores my
fallen condition while growing up in alabama while serving as a medic with the navy and marine corps and while pursuing my teaching career as a five year old i hated suspenders so when i got my first
belt i stood next to the highway in front of our house with my stomach stuck out so people in cars passing by could see my belt while serving in the navy i once tried to impress a barmaid in tijuana with
my knowledge of high school spanish by reciting the lords prayer in spanish other vignettes celebrate normal times as when i provided nursing care for a slowly dying 84 year old veteran of the spanish
american war another is when i attended the graduation of a former student of mine a 50 year old black woman who graduated summa cum laude from mercer university at eighteen she was denied
admission to mercer because of her race of course the best times have been with my beloved danish wife of fifty one years our son and his family and my parents brothers and sisters i hope the reader
finds all of the vignettes either amusing or engaging

Billboard 1945-06-16
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Using Poetry Across the Curriculum 2010-01-13
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
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Viking Honor 2003
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Forthcoming Books 1999
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

Twentieth-century Romance and Historical Writers 1990
in its 114th year billboard remains the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends

After My Fall from the Tree House: 2013-11-07

Billboard 1945-07-28

Billboard 1945-07-14

Billboard 1945-06-23

Billboard 1945-08-04

Billboard 1945-09-15
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